A modified-Bloch-wave expansion is used to develop a theory of high-energy-electron diffraction from imperfect crystals. To compute these new Bloch waves one must solve a linear hyperbolic system in n unknowns.
In the analysis of high-energy-electron diffraction from crystal defects, one never loses sight of the periodicity of the perfect crystal. This motivates one to begin with one of the well-understood representations for the perfect-crystal wave function, and then modify it in such a fashion as to render theoretical calculations and experimental analysis tractable.
The two common representations for the wave functions are the Bloch representation and the Darwin representation.
In the Bloch representation, the wave function g is expressed as a jinear combination of the eigenfunctions of the perfectcrystaL Hamiltonian, which is always of the form E,( r )e'", where E~(r ) (5) The summation in Eq. (7) 
where k, (j -i)= k,(j) -k, (i) and g"(l) and g"(l) are the x and y components of the g(l) vectors. The exact equality in Eqs. (9a) and (9b) 
The eigenvalues a' determine the characteristic directions through the ordinary differential equations (which are trivial to integrate in this case) dx'/dr= o. '. In general, these differential equations define curves x'(g) in the x-z plane that determine the direction of propagation of information. In this case, since the n' are constant, the curves are merely straight lines with slopes n'.
Under this same approximation for M one finds that the eigenvector matrix P is identical to the transformation matrix from the Bloch to the Darwin representation defined by Eq. (4). Thus, the characteristic variable column vector C is identified as the vector containing the plane-wave amplitudes of the Darwin representation. for l &m.
I
Using a completely different approach, Takagi' has also obtained Eq. (15) . His derivation begins with the Darwin representation and, with less generality than we make use of here, includes only the slowly varying strain field as a possible perturbation. Whatever the approach, one sees in Eq. (15) how this type of perturbation determines conbeginning with any convenient initial C that satisfies the boundary conditions. Although we shall not present this procedure here, we note that it offers a demonstration of the existence of a solution C (r), and a region of determinacy of the equation. This region, first described by Takagi' for a similar hyperbolic system, is bounded by the outermost characteristics defined by o. '= min[&) . '] and &&. "=max[&&.']. As Takagi has pointed out, these characteristics provide a theoretical basis for the column approximation (e. g. , in Fig. 4 
where now
[He], =Z, (a', a, a')e'(~) .
As has been mentioned, Howie and Basinskih ave also considered an expansion with modified Bloch waves, but they begin their study with only g dependence and so obtain the rather limited behavior of Eq. (16). Actually, they attempt to avoid the column approximation by allowing the summation over j to include other possible perfect-crys- 
